ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNER EDUCATION

Explore the many programs at UVA’S top-ranked Curry School that support the academic and linguistic development of students who are learning English as an additional language.

INITIAL TEACHER PREPARATION IN ESOL
UVA is approved by the Virginia Department of Education to provide on-grounds teacher preparation in a selection of initial teaching endorsements including English as a Second Language (ESL).

State-Approved Endorsement in ELL
UVA grants Initial licensure for ESL as a stand-alone or an additional endorsement. This option is available to pre-service teachers enrolled in the Master of Teaching (MT) program.

Contact
Ruth Ferree, 434-924-0853, rf2c@virginia.edu

After The Program
• Initial ESL Licensure
• Add-on ESL Endorsement
• Infuse educational practices that support language development and encourage equity
• Increase future earning potential

ONLINE ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING PREK-12 COURSE SERIES
This six-course online course series aims to prepare preK-12 teachers who are confident and well-versed in quality ESL instructional practices.

Flexible Online Scheduling
You may opt to take one or all of the courses, depending on your individual needs and interests. All courses are offered online with asynchronous discussions following the regular UVA calendar.

Contact
April Salerno, 434-924-5898, aprilsalerno@virginia.edu

After The Program
• Add-on ESL Endorsement
• Professional Development & Recertification
• Online M.Ed. with ESL focus

ONLINE M.ED. IN CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION (ESL FOCUS)
This fully online M.Ed. requires adding four courses, plus comprehensive exams, to the online course series.

Cost Effective Graduate Program
Learn research-based strategies and best practices for developing effective instructional programs, through top-ranked curriculum and top-tier faculty, in an interactive flexible online experience – all at a lower-than-average tuition rate for both in-state and out-of-state students.

Contact
Susan Mintz, 434-924-3128, slm4r@virginia.edu

After The Program
• Infuse educational practices that encourage equity
• Accommodate many forms of diversity
• Identify impact of globalization & technology
• Increase future earning potential
ED.S. IN CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION WITH AN ESL FOCUS- IN PERSON & ONLINE
This 30-hour (minimum) terminal graduate degree is designed for the professional educator who holds a master’s degree.

In Classroom & Online Options
Prepare for positions within schools, museums and other community settings, on a full- or part-time basis offered in Charlottesville, as well as online (starting 2018).

Contact
Susan Mintz, 434-924-3128, slm4r@virginia.edu

After The Program
Pursue teaching at district or college levels, community college teaching and administration, central district office supervisory positions & administrative positions

ED.D. IN CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION WITH AN ESL FOCUS - ONLINE
Strategically confront the complex realities and challenges facing schools today and in the future.

In The Field Practice
Produce scholar-practitioner research that adds to the knowledge base of a specific organization and/or program, educate teachers in the area of curricular expertise and evidence-based practice and provide effective leadership in the field of teacher education.

Contact
Susan Mintz, 434-924-3128, slm4r@virginia.edu

After The Program
Pursue employment as curriculum specialists, faculty members & educational consultants

PH.D. IN EDUCATION - LANGUAGE EDUCATION IN MULTILINGUAL CONTEXTS
Pursue research interests related to teaching and learning in preK-12 second language, foreign/world language and bi/multilingual educational settings.

Cutting-Edge Research Experience
Engage in research that plays a key role in advancing knowledge and serving the needs of multilingual students and their teachers in the Commonwealth of Virginia, the nation and the world.

Contact
Amanda Kibler, 434-243-4964 akk2v@virginia.edu

After The Program
Pursue employment in university settings, school districts, governmental educational agencies and non-governmental agencies (NGOs)

MORE INFORMATION
https://curry.virginia.edu/academics/english-language-learner